NOTICE

ONLINE APPLICATION FOR 1ST SEMESTER SUPPLEMENTARY EXAM, 2015 of all the Courses of Undergraduate Engineering/Technology/Architecture/Pharmacy

- ELIGIBILITY OF STUDENTS: ONLY WHO HAVE APPEARED AS REGULAR STUDENTS IN THE 1ST SEMESTER EXAM, 2015 IN ALL SUBJECTS of 1ST-4TH YR of regular courses and 1ST-5TH YR of Evening courses. (CASUAL STUDENTS ARE NOT ELLIGIBLE TO SIT FOR THIS EXAM).
- CURRILULUM: 2005-06 curriculum for 2nd-(4TH/5th Yr)/2014-15 curriculum for 1st yr)
- ONLINE APPLICATION IN JU WEBSITE; LINK EXAM-EXAMINATION FORM FILL UP(SUPPLE)-FROM 11/05/2015-21/05/2015. TAKE PRINT OUT OF DEMAND SLIP.
- DEPOSIT REQUISITE FEES AS PER DEMAND SLIP AT CASH COUNTER FOR JU CAMPUS STUDENTS AND SALTLAKE UBI BRANCH WITH A COPY OF DEPOSIT TO SALTLAKE MR SECTION FOR SALTLAKE CAMPUS STUDENTS. <FROM 11/05/2015-21/05/2015>
- TAKE PRINT OUT OF THE ONLINE ADMIT CARD PRIOR 7 DAYS OF EXAM (ONLY AVAILABLE AFTER DEPOSIT OF REQUISTE CASH BY STUDENTS)

VERY VERY IMPORTANT
1) Student concerned must select the subjects from online window which they have failed only. There will be examinations for those subjects only. Subjects once chosen cannot be changed.
2) Students must apply online exam form even they have applied for review in that subject.
4) The tentative dates of the First Semester Supplementary examinations, 2015 will be on 16/06/15-24/06/15.

(P. Bhattacharyya)
Controller of Examinations

Copy to: 1) Finance Officer/ 2) Joint Registrar 3) 2) Joint Registrar (Salt Lake Campus)/4)Accounts Officer/ 5) SS,MR Section/ 6)Cashier